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aBstraCt	

 The article uses sociolinguistic and ethnographic 
methods and Black feminist theory to explore the classroom 
interactions of Pam and Natonya, two Black young females, 
during one event in a required high school British literature 
classroom. The event is presented as a telling case to explore 
gendered and racial complexities facing young Black female 
students in a British literature class, dominated by literature 
written from a Eurocentric perspective, primarily by White 
males.  The telling case was analyzed to explore how White-
ness functioned within the British literature curriculum and 
classroom interactions and how the two Black young wom-
en were negatively positioned as a result of classroom in-
teractions around the curriculum. The analysis made visible 
how Pam and Natonya were constantly negotiating white-
ness within the British Literature curriculum. Their experi-
ences are important as they afford educators and educational 
researchers the opportunity to see some of the challenges 
faced by historically underrepresented students who may 
have been marginalized by Whiteness within the curriculum. 

IntroDuCtIon

Today, schools are inundated with reforms in curricu-
lum, each designed to increase the performance of under-
performing students and students with diverse cultural, ra-
cial, linguistic and social backgrounds.  While the focus of 
these reforms has been on increasing standards and bringing 
rigorous curriculum to these students, as this study will make 
visible, there is an unexamined factor that has consequences 
for student learning and student sense of identity within the 
schooling process.  This invisible dimension of the curricu-
lum facing diverse students is reflected in the continuing 
requirement that these students take courses such as British 
literature, generally from the 18th, 19th, and 20th Centuries; 
while African American and other forms of multicultural 
and feminist literature, if present, are found in electives. 

Recently English Educators and researchers have 
begun to examine the curriculum challenges facing Black 
students (Foster, 1993; Ladson-Billings, 2001).  Areas 
that have been explored include: how the selection of lit-
erature impacts the inclusion of African American litera-
ture  (Harris, 1990), how students view their own language 
(Ball, 1999; Lee, 2001; Smitherman, 1977; Williams, 
2006; Bloome et al 2005), and how the use of culturally 
relevant literature impacts student learning (Ladson Bill-
ings, 1994; Willis, 2002).  One of the primary arguments 
grounding this work is for the inclusion of culturally rel-
evant curriculum and pedagogy (Foster, 1992; Howard, 
2006, among others).  In other words, the arguments about 
curriculum, particularly the English curriculum, focus 
on what counts as English and whose literature counts.  

Although these arguments abound among educational 
scholars, in many high schools the question of what litera-
ture to require and whose literature counts remains opaque.  
Moreover, how young Black students achieve in such 
courses and what impact literature from required courses, 
such as British literature, has on their sense of identity as 
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Black women, in particular, remains relatively unexamined.  
The importance of examining the impact of Eurocentric cur-
riculum on Black students’ achievement has been raised by 
theorists who identify themselves as Black feminists over the 
past decade (Henry, 1994). This article extends their work 
by examining the influence of Eurocentric curriculum on 
Black students’ identity and potential academic success in 
British literature classes with regards to race and schooling. 

Drawing on Black feminist theory and the scholar-
ship of Maher & Tetreault (1997), I explore the patterns 
of classroom interaction through the theoretical argument 
that notions of Whiteness1 influence how people construct 
knowledge and learn (Maher & Tetreault, 1997). They ar-
gue that “Whiteness is the often silent and invisible basis 
against which other racial and cultural identities are named 
as ‘other’ and are measured and marginalized” (p. 324). In 
this study, I use this argument as a way of understanding the 
patterns of interaction in the classroom and the narratives 
about classroom practices that two young Black female stu-
dents made during interviews about classroom interactions.  
Central to the analysis in this study is the argument that 
Whiteness is a socially and historically constructed racial 
identity that depends on evolving relations of gender, class, 
sexuality, and nationality. The construction, reproduction, 
and interpretation of Whiteness is informed by “historical 
moments,” “region,” “political climate,” and “racial identi-
ty” (Babb, 1998; Dyer, 1997; Frankenberg, 1998; Roediger, 
1994). By examining the images of race, beauty and identity 
inscribed in the British literature curriculum dialogues be-
tween a White teacher and her White and Black students, 
particularly two young Black female students, I explore 
how the concept of Whiteness provides a means of uncov-
ering invisible privilege and power relations that present a 
particular view of the world in the British literature class: 
a world that privileges the experiences of White people 
through curriculum content and classroom interactions.  In 
exploring these issues, I make visible why it is important 
to re-examine current curriculum and the impact such cur-
riculum content has on the performance of Black students. 

the	sChool	anD	Class:		
DeMographIC	Data

Grounded in the above argument, this study used a 
Black feminist (Collins, 2000; Giddings, 1984; Guy-Shef-
tall, 1995; Lorde, 1984) and sociolinguistic ethnographic ap-
proach (Green & Wallat, 1981; Hymes, 1974), which will be 
addressed in more detail later in the paper. The research de-

1I capitalize white and whiteness throughout this article to 
foreground what is often invisible conceptually and to frame the 
concept theoretically in the analysis that follows.

scribed here is part of a larger ethnographic study on Black 
female cultural identity and silence (Carter, 2001) conducted 
in a required British literature classroom.  The course was 
part of the English curriculum in a comprehensive high 
school located in the southeastern region of the United States.  
The school population consisted of approximately 1862 stu-
dents:  56.1% of the students were White, 39.7% Black, 
2.8% Hispanic, 1.1% Asian, and .3% Native American. 

Data were collected during Spring 20012 in which I 
served as participant observer for 90-minute class sessions 
approximately 2 to 3 days per week for 5 months. Data col-
lected for each session included videotape and audio records, 
fieldnotes, and student work.  Formal and informal interviews 
were collected of the teacher and students.  This British Liter-
ature classroom was selected because the teacher volunteered 
to participate in the study and understood that the purpose of 
the study was to examine Black female cultural identity. A 
second reason for selecting the class was that it had only 
two Black females. The class consisted of 19 student partici-
pants, 8 white males, 6 black males, 1 bi-racial male, 2Black 
females, 2 white females, and one White female teacher. 

Although the impact of the course on the two white 
females is not the focus of this study, the fact that the num-
ber of white females to Black is the same supports the focus 
on the language of the curriculum texts. Additionally, when 
asked during formal and informal interviews, none of the 
white students reported being negatively positioned by the 
curriculum. In contrast, the responses of the Black students 
both male and female indicated that they felt negatively po-
sitioned by the British literature curriculum (Carter, 2001). 
Interview data from students further supported my decision 
to engage in the current study, and its focus on Black fe-
males perceptions of beauty in a British literature classroom.   

the	FoCus	oF	the	stuDy:	
ConstruCtIng	a	tellIng	Case

 The current study is designed to examine closely 
how texts of a required British literature course facilitated a 
standard of beauty that privileged Eurocentric images both 
in the text and in the talk about the text undertaken by the 
teacher and students.  As part of the analysis of classroom in-
teractions, I examine how this discourse inscribed Whiteness 
and marginalized culturally different views of beauty, thus 
impacting the cultural identities of young Black women and 

2Although I was able to observe the class during Fall 2001 and 
build rapport with students and teacher, data collection did not 
begin until Spring 2001 due to district’s concern about how my 
study dealt with race. This was resolved when the principal spoke 
on my behalf.
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naturalizing British or White European views as the ones to 
value. This study examines the classroom interactions of Pam 
and Natonya (pseudonyms), two Black young women during 
one event in a High School British literature class: My Mis-
tress’ Eyes. In electing to focus on the experiences, interac-
tions, and interpretations of these two young Black women, I 
present a telling case, one in which, as Mitchell (1984) argues, 
particular circumstances serve to make “previously obscure 
theoretical relationships suddenly apparent” (p. 239). Spe-
cifically, the telling case was undertaken to explore gendered 
and racial complexities facing young Black female students 
in a British literature class, dominated by literature written 
from a Eurocentric perspective, primarily by White males.  

To examine the ways in which the young women en-
gaged with, responded to, and negotiated the British lit-
erature curriculum, I problematize Whiteness and the re-
lated concept of fixedness of race (Ladson-Billings, 1996). 
To make visible the relationships between Whiteness, 
fixedness of race, and the British literature curriculum, I 
brought together two research perspectives: Black feminist 
theory (the focus on Whiteness, fixedness of race, patriar-
chy, and gender) and sociolinguistic ethnography (the fo-
cus on interaction and enacted curriculum).  The combin-
ing of these two perspectives is designed to make visible 
dimensions of the official and enacted curriculum of Brit-
ish literature class that led to the students’ struggles and to 
uncovering of the ways in which this curriculum shaped 
teacher and students’ views of race, achievement, and iden-
tity. One overarching question guided the study: How did 
the British literature curriculum and classroom interac-
tions position the young Black females in the classroom?  

 To address this question, I explore two sub-questions:

How does enacted curriculum position students and 
teachers in relationship to the Whiteness in the British 
literature curriculum? 
How do the young Black women perceive the British 
literature curriculum with regards to Whiteness and 
fixedness of race?

Through these questions, I examine the impact of 
the curriculum on the only two Black female students 
in the class, who struggled with, and attempted to per-
severe through the unacknowledged Whiteness and 
fixedness of race in the British literature curriculum.

the	ConCeptual	FraMeWork

The conceptual framework guiding this study was gen-
erated by bringing together theories about the fixedness of 
race and Black feminist theory, with a sociolinguistic eth-

1.

2.

nographic approach to the study of classroom interactions. 
This framework provides a rationale for and conceptual ap-
proach to the exploration of the experiences of the two Black 
female students in the British literature class.  Specifically, 
the approach permits exploration of the ways in which the 
uses of language in the classroom constructed those experi-
ences.  Through this approach, I problematize the ways in 
which the language of the British literature curriculum was 
consequential for students and led to student struggles of 
identity and academic work.  Furthermore, as part of this 
analysis, I examine how issues of fixedness of race and 
Whiteness were visible in the language of the classroom 
interactions and how race, ability, and interpretations were 
socially constructed and reconstructed in the classrooms 
across times and events of the British literature curriculum.

language,	race	and	Classroom	Interactions

The concept of the fixedness of race is central to the 
study of classroom interactions.  Ladson-Billings (1996) ar-
gues that the concept of race has become fixed and is now 
embedded in a coded language, one in which constructions 
of racial denotations are submerged and hidden in ways that 
are offensive without directly identifying the actors by racial 
category.  This language represents more than stereotypes.  
Such language does not directly refer to racial groups but 
rather describes particular actors associated with negative at-
tributes, e.g., talk about “ ‘gang members,’  ‘welfare cheats,’  
‘rappers,’ ‘basketball players,’ and ‘drug dealers’.”  She ar-
gues that such language represents a “coded language of the 
threat of Blackness.” (p. 248). From this perspective, Lad-
son-Billings argues that race becomes an attribute of the per-
son, a sense of fixedness or sense of permanence, as if it were 
not a socially constructed category of identity (e.g., hooks, 
1995; Cross, 1991; Helms, 1990; Lewis, 1999; Tatum, 1992). 

One consequence of “fixedness” is that the in situ pro-
cesses of the social construction and reconstruction of race, 
Blackness and Whiteness are not explicitly foregrounded 
in research.  Instead, for many research traditions, race is 
treated as an independent variable and defined as an at-
tribute of the individual. Studies based on these assump-
tions have focused on measuring outcomes such as gaps in 
achievement and disparities in test scores. Such research 
ignores the content of the curriculum, the outcomes of lo-
cal classroom interactions on students’ sense of identity 
and classroom performance, and the cultural resources and 
interpretations that students bring to and take away from 
Whiteness in curriculum. Moreover, this work has often led 
to characterizations of Black students as underachieving 
and less intellectual than students from European descent. 

A related body of work that examines the impact of the 
language arising from outcome-based studies has shown that this 
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language has negative consequences for Black students’ aca-
demic achievement and identities (see Ball, 1999; Delpit, 1998; 
Lomotey, 1990; Richardson, 2003; Smitherman, 1977; Taylor, 
1995; Williams, 2006). This work suggests that the readily avail-
able conceptions of race fail to provide a heuristic for exploring 
the racialized experiences of students in schools. Furthermore, 
studies examining classroom interactions of Black students and 
their teachers in high schools, or how these students act and re-
act to curricula, are often obscured or missing.  Focusing on the 
experiences of Black students as they encounter curriculum, such 
as British literature, as well as the students’ interpretations of 
those experiences, and outcomes provides an opportunity for re-
searchers to make visible how Whiteness or Blackness function 
within curriculum and how race is constructed in classrooms. 

Black Feminist Theory

Black feminist theory provides an additional perspec-
tive to better understand that the ways in which Black females 
engage in classroom activities is not just a simple matter of 
completing assignments and tasks, but rather involves look-
ing at how these students use their cultured ways of knowing 
and engaging in social relationships to understand curriculum 
activities and tasks. In particular, by focusing on the ways in 
which Black females use their racial and gendered identities 
to frame and understand what happens in their classrooms, 
Black feminist theory helps provide a rich portrait of Black 
young women’s academic experiences. Black feminist theory 
suggests that Black females have a distinct view of the con-
tradictions between dominant groups’ actions and ideologies 
and their own experiences (Collins, 2000). Harrison (1997) 
argues, “Schools are not tolerant of females who do not con-
form to societal expectations of them being quiet” (p. 52). 
Consequently, often their actions are interpreted as defiance. 

Further, Black feminist theory helps show how Black 
female students are positioned by Whiteness in their class-
room.  That is, it frames how Black female identity responds 
to Whiteness and patriarchy.  Part of what Black feminist 
theory provides is a critique of Whiteness. Black feminist 
theory seeks to dismantle the coded privileges of White 
norms by providing a lens that makes more visible the ways 
in which patriarchy and Whiteness collude Black female 
agency.  Some Black feminist theorists argue that notions of 
Whiteness and male superiority have historically “silenced” 
Black women by characterizing them as “mammies,” “ma-
triarchs,” ”welfare mothers,” and  “sexually exotic women” 
(Collins, 2000; Giddings, 1984; Guy-Sheftall, 1995; Lorde, 
1984).  This language, which has silenced Black females, in-
cludes terms referenced by Ladson- Billings (1996) as cod-
ed language.  Fordham (1993) suggests that this coded lan-
guage used to describe Black young women in classrooms 
has consequences for their identity and educational success. 

Black feminist theory was integral in understanding and 
analyzing the data of this research because it provided a lens 
that critiqued fixedness of race and Whiteness in the class-
room. It also helped to illustrate how experiences relating to 
issues of beauty and Black and White divisions influenced 
the two focal students in their British literature classroom, in 
which class discussions and texts did not mention Afrocentric 
representations of women.  It also suggests that Black young 
women like Pam and Natonya are continually bombarded in 
class discussions by definitions of beauty that do not include 
Afrocentric images and representations (Collins, 2000; Guy-
Sheftall, 1995; hooks, 1995).  Moreover, Black feminist the-
ory helped me focus on the importance of exploring the types 
of struggles that the girls had with the language and inscrip-
tions of beauty in the British literature curriculum as con-
structed through teacher and student discussions, and how 
in turn, the interactions led to the sense of isolation that Pam 
and Natonya reported in their narratives about classroom life. 

Sociolinguistic Ethnography

A sociolinguistic ethnographic approach builds on 
ethnography of communication (cf. Green, 1983; Green & 
Bloome, 1998; Gumperz, 1986; Gumperz & Hymes, 1972; 
Hymes, 1974) and complements a Black feminist lens.  So-
ciolinguistic ethnography is particularly suited for classroom 
research, since it pays detailed attention to the particular 
ways that students and teachers use language to construct 
social relationships, social identities, social events, and both 
academic and other types of knowledge.  A sociolinguistic 
ethnographic approach also focuses attention on how broader 
social and historical contexts (in this case the historical expe-
riences of the students in school, the experiences of Black and 
Black young women in America) affect how, when, where, 
and with whom people use language to accomplish various 
in situ goals, such as how students or others perceive curric-
ulum as oppressive and as marginalizing their perspectives. 

Initial studies in sociolinguistic ethnography investi-
gated language and interaction in classrooms as a means to 
understand how children from culturally different linguistic 
backgrounds might be disadvantaged in schools that used 
a Eurocentric middle class framework. The early work of 
Heath (1983), Kochman (1972), Labov (1972) and Smither-
man (1977) raised questions about how language and context 
might influence the academic success of Black children (e.g., 
Mehan 1979; Cazden 1988).  Further, these studies argued that 
when studying classrooms, it is important to not just focus on 
the individual and what is inside the individual, but also look 
at how the individual interacts in a given context and what 
those interactions mean.  A sociolinguistic approach is of 
particular significance in classroom research because similar 
to Black feminist theory, it explores how interactions reflect 
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certain ideological stances such as Whiteness within a social 
context, as well as how social, political, and historical ide-
ologies that exist in society become manifest in a classroom. 

My Mistress’ Eyes:	an	analysis	of	the	Discursive	
Construction	of	Whiteness

 An event I call  My Mistress’ Eyes presents a tell-
ing case of curriculum construction and the positioning of 
Whiteness in text and talk.  I present the analysis of this 
event to explore how Whiteness functioned within the Brit-
ish literature curriculum and classroom interactions and how 
the two Black young women were negatively positioned as a 
result of classroom interactions around the curriculum. The 
My Mistress’ Eyes event is presented through a transcript of 
a discussion on Shakespeare’s Sonnet 130. During this cur-
ricular activity, students were divided into groups and given 
an assignment to explicate poems written by Shakespeare, 

Browning, and other British poets for a poetry unit. The tran-
script begins as the class has completed discussing Brown-
ing’s My Last Duchess and starts explicating Shakespeare’s 
Sonnet 130 My Mistress’ Eyes are Nothing Like the Sun.

The transcript is presented as a continuous text and the 
analyses and interpretation of the developing discourse of race 
(or lack of visibility of race) and Whiteness are presented in 
the right-hand column of the transcript at points where race 
become visible.  In this way, I place the analysis within the text 
of the classroom interactions, rather than breaking the tran-
script into segments and discussing what is being constructed 
bit-by-bit.  This approach is purposeful, in that it permits the 
reader to gain a sense of the continuous construction of race, 
Whiteness, and ultimately identity.  Following the presenta-
tion of this transcript, I explore the developing themes in more 
depth, drawing on the analyses represented in the transcript.

Line Speaker Utterances Analysis of Whiteness and race 
1 Ms. Y What
2 What are we hearing?
3 With this um
4 “My Mistress’ Eyes are Nothing like the Sun”

5 What’s the main idea?

6 Nancy My mistress’ eyes are ugly Nancy constructs the images described in the book as ugly. What is 
beauty? And what is ugly becomes the issue.

7 Ms. Y Okay she’s ugly The teacher re-states Nancy’s point but does not ask her to expand 
her answer. 

8 Josh Josh begins to problematize Nancy’s suggestion that the mistress 
in the poem is ugly. He states “then” to reference a particular time 
period. 9 Josh Beauty in the eye of the beholder kind of idea

10 It’s that she’s not Also uses the term “ideal” which contrast the description of the 
women in the poem to an invisible standard of beauty. Further, 
Josh’s begins to make visible a hidden premise in the poem which 
is who gets to decide who is beautiful. Race is absent from the 
conversation. 

11 She’s not what the- 
12 The uh ideal of a beautiful woman looked at then
13 She’s 

14 Unintelligible

15 Ms. Y All right
16 Okay
17 That’s good

18 Because she-he’s not saying anywhere that she’s ugly 
is he

Although race has not been discussed in this segment, at this point 
several important questions have been raised: What/who is ugly? 
What is beauty and who gets to decide? These positionings are 
important as they are bound by dominant notions from “then” (the 
past) that suggest a standard of beauty that does not include Black 
young women. 

19 Although the images

20 S He’s given her the characteristics of all
21 Ms. Y All right
22 And what um 
23 What he’s saying too

Transcript 2: Turn by Turn Transcript of My Mistress’ Eyes Discussion: 3/6/01    
Participant Key: Ms. Y: Teacher (White female), Nancy (White female student), Josh (White male student),   
P: Pam (Black female), Cean (Black male), SS: Signals more than one student in the class responding.    
S: Signals one student in the class responding.
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24 Is that um what
25 What we’re

The teacher begins to use the pronoun “we” to suggest that 
everyone will read the poem in the same way or that there is a 
standard of beauty. Using the “we” also begins to construct a 
collective sense of identity. 

26 What we can read into it

27 Most of the sonnets before this The teacher begins to discuss beauty as described in the sonnets 
referencing time (“before this). She also begins to answers the 
question of Who and What? White males of European descent get to 
define “universal beauty” and she provides a list of characteristics 
from the sonnet. She also provides based on the sonnets a definition 
of ugly—anything that did not fit the description in the sonnets.
 
The images privilege a Eurocentric view of beauty, which is 
bound by Whiteness and marginalizes other images. Because it 
is not problematized, the standard of beauty from the past begins 
to represent the standard of beauty for the present. Some of these 
images are still prevalent today and have been used by some groups 
to represent superiority and dominance of White people and the 
inferiority of other groups (i.e., Blacks, Latinos, Native Americans, 
Jewish descent, women etc…). 

28 Had this most beautiful woman always being

29 Tall
30 Long blonde hair
31 Pretty big blue eyes
32 And that was the universal beauty
33 And that was Dante’s beauty
34 From the Italians
35 So you had to be tall
36 Slender
37 Long blonde hair
38 Pretty blue eyes

39 Rosy cheeks

40 Uh so if you weren’t that

The pronoun change and verb shift are important. There are only 
three girls in the class Pam and Natonya and the other young 
woman who is White and already possess many qualities in the 
poem. The White female comes to represent the standard. Again 
re-inscribing Whiteness and positioning Pam and Natonya as 
“nothing.”  Black female images never surface in the conversation.

41 You were not 
42 Not attractive
43 Ugly
44 So if you’re a-a tall brunette
45 With brown eyes
46 You’re still ugly
47 According to the sonneteers
48 You’re still not attractive- you’re nothing.
49 So his perfect lady didn’t have eyes like the sun

The teacher then refers back to the sonnet to try and problematize 
the standard of beauty that had been discussed by asking students to 
really think about meanings associated with beauty.

50 If she did- had eyes-If she had eyes like the sun.

51 What -what would it be like to look at her? What 
would happen to you?

52 Yes, what would happen to you?

53 S Be blinded (unintelligible)

54 Ms. Y T-You’d be blinded, okay 

55 If um-- okay.  Some of us are supposed to be White 
right uh okay

the teacher then shifts the conversation to race. In doing so, what 
has been invisible in the conversation race is now manifest as only 
an attribute of some of the people in the class.  The conversation 
continues to privilege White. It has moved from the poem to 
students in the class, further marginalizing students who do not 
have the characteristic of White skin.

56 Are we really White? Teacher still trying to problematize images of beauty by 
problematizing White.

57 S No, Peach  

58 Ms. Y Peach? (Laughs)
59 SS SS: Laugh

60 Ms. Y
Okay all right-- how much difference really do 
you see (Ms. Y places her hand beside an Pam an 
African-American girls’ hand.)

Introducing a more human element the teacher continues to try 
and problematize images of beauty by addressing what is White 
by introducing difference. She compares her hand to Pam’s hand. 
However, Pam rejects Whiteness and asserts her Blackness. Pam 
rejects the teacher’s notion of difference suggesting that she does 
not want to be closer to White. This also suggests that Pam has not 
been reading the conversation about beauty in the same way as her 
teacher. 

61 Pam Use Manny’s hand.  My hand is Black.
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Black	Femaleness	as	ugly:	excluding	the	social	
and	Cultural	Content	of	Black	experiences

The analysis of My Mistress’ Eyes event represent-
ed in the transcript above raised issues about how Black 
students, in particular, Black young women were being 
positioned in the British literature curriculum and how 
Whiteness was functioning. A Black feminist frame pro-
vided an interpretation of the classroom event that led to 
the identification of patterns related to invisibility of race 
and how aspects of the British literature curriculum do not 
affirm Pam and Natonya’s identity. One pattern that can 
be seen throughout the course of the interactions in the 
transcript above is the absence of Black female images in 
the literature and/or in the discussions in the class; rath-
er, what becomes evident across the developing discus-
sion is how the concept of beauty was positioned in the 
fixedness of Whiteness within the curricular discussion. 

 To make visible how Whiteness became a focus 
of the discussion, I examine in depth the developing pat-
terns represented in the transcript above. In line 5, the 
teacher begins the instructional conversation by posing a 
question about the main idea of the sonnet. In line 6, Nan-
cy responds, suggesting that the woman in the poemis 

“ugly.” In doing so she raises questions about who/what 
is beauty? And what is ugly? In line 7, the teacher af-
firms her answer and does not ask Nancy to problema-
tize what she means. In line 9, Josh attempts to prob-
lematize her answer by saying that she’s not the “ideal 
women looked at then.” Josh acknowledges that there is 
an ideal image for women “then.” He uses then to repre-
sents time period but also raises the question of who gets 
to decide who/what is beautiful?  Although race has not 
explicitly surfaced in the class discussion, implicitly it 
has, as subtle questions of who and/or what is beautifull 
and who gets to define beauty. This discussion began to 
represent a coded language (Ladson-Billings, 1996) that 
does not directly say who or what is ugly or beautiful but 
that suggests there is an ideal of beauty that existed from 
the past, the description of beauty inscribed in canoni-
cal literature, the only literature available in this class. 

 In line 26, the teacher begins to create a collec-
tive sense of identity suggesting that everyone in the 
class will read similarly. This assumption is problem-
atic given that not all of her students are from the same 
backgrounds and thus might read the text differently.  In 
lines 27-29, the teacher begins to list physical character-

62 Ms.Y Okay um- let’s see, if we were truly White one of my 
little foster dogs now is an Albino.

The teacher then moves to what is familiar to her (she loves pets) to 
problematize the earlier idea of beauty.  

63

And so he has little pink nose, little pink eyes, little 
pink toes, toe nails because he’s an albino-um and he 
jus and he’s no she um she’s kind of strange to look 
at because she looks a little different with pink-all 
that pink.

64 So if- if she really were White what would she be 
like? If a person is truly White?

The conversation has moved away from the earlier conversation 
problematizing past images to what a White person would truly 
look like.

65 S P: Like that right there.  (Student points to paper on 
her desk)

66 Okay right.  She’s probably go- gone be sick or an 
Albino or something.

Teacher suggests that White people do not look White. In doing 
so, other cultural groups have been left out of the conversation, in 
particular Black girls.

67 Okay so she’s not that and um there are lots of 
beautiful perfumes. The teacher references a line in the poem.

68
Most people like perfumes and probably there are 
people who have breaths that smell pretty good, 
but most people’s breathes is not as- is not as nice 
smelling as perfume is it?

Teacher again attempts to problematize ideas of beauty by using the 
poem—

69 Cean (Unintelligible) Johnny is terrible, just talk to Johnny 
(mumbles)

70 Ms. Y His is always not perfume? Okay- all right so -so a 
lot of these things that he’s saying.

71

He’s not saying that she’s not beautiful, but um 
he’s just saying that she’s not that token beauty that 
people have written about in the past.  And um what 
we hear a lot from Shakespeare is he liked the um the 
brunettes.

The teacher returns to the topic of beauty and ends by suggesting  
Shakespeare liked the brunettes. 
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istics of women from European descent as being beau-
tiful and/or ugly, but at no point during the discussion 
does the topic of women of African descent or a con-
cept of beauty including women of African descent sur-
face.  The images privilege a Eurocentric view of female 
beauty that marginalizes the Black females in the class. 

 Furthermore, in lines 40-48, there is a tense shift 
during the discussion from past to present. The pronoun 
change (you) and the verb tense shift (are) become im-
portant in this particular classroom context because there 
are only three girls in the classroom on this particular 
day.  Nancy is of European descent and possesses many 
of the qualities of beauty in the poem, while Pam and 
Natonya do not possess any of these qualities. White-
ness is reinforced and Blackness is marginalized.  Also, 
images of beauty discussed in the class conversation 
and in the text (e.g. blonde hair, blue eyes) are still 
prevalent today.  Some groups and individuals (e.g., 
Ku Klux Klan) have used attributes such as: White 
skin, blonde hair and blue eyes to argue superiority of 
Whites and the inferiority of Blacks (Grant, 1916). 

  Although race is never explicitly mentioned in 
the first part of the transcript (lines 1-54), in line 55, the 
teacher brings up race by stating that “some of us are sup-
posed to be White.” In doing so, what has been invisible 
in the conversation is now made visible. The teacher sug-
gests that White skin is only an attribute, no different than 
the other characteristics described earlier (blue eyes, long 
blonde hair etc...).  She also indicates that some of the 
students in the class possess this attribute. The teacher’s 
use of “supposed” could also suggest that she is attempt-
ing to problematize race, but interactions obscure this op-
portunity.  In line 56, although the teacher is attempting 
to problematize the attributes in the poem, she is also cre-
ating tension as “White” is layered with meaning in this 
context. Not only have the young women been marginal-
ized due to the lack of Black images in the sonnet, but also 
their Black identity continues to be marginalized as they 
are not part of the “some” in class who are White and are 
now being asked to engage in a conversation about what 
is White. This discussion about what counts as White 
still excludes the Black identity of Pam and Natonya. 

 In line 60, the teacher tries to engage Pam, one of 
the Black young women in the conversation, by trying to 
use the idea of difference to suggest that there is not a lot 
of difference between her skin tone and Pam’s skin tone. 
However in Line 61, Pam states: Use Manny’s hand.  My 
hand is Black. Pam rejects this comparison that her skin 
is similar to White, suggesting that as a Black young 
woman she views White skin in more complex ways.  

 Pam’s interaction with the teacher also begins to 
make visible an unspoken tension and that she is not read-
ing the class discussion in the same way as her teacher. In 
line 62, we see the teacher still trying to problematize im-
ages of beauty in the text, by introducing her albino pet.  
The teacher then references Sonnet 130 and the idea of 
beauty by stating that Shakespeare liked brunettes (line 
67). The teacher is unaware of how White images and 
knowledge have been privileged in the discussion as she 
has re-inscribed a particular historical view of beauty em-
bedded in the literature that is bound by Whiteness and 
marginalizes other images and/or definitions of beauty.  

exploring	their	struggles:	Interview	
Conversations	with	pam	and	natonya

 During this discussion Pam’s rejection signaled 
a tension and led me to look for instances of how Pam 
and Natonya perceived the British literature curricu-
lum with regards to Whiteness and fixedness of race. 
This led me to interview/conversation data where Pam 
and Natonya talked about their interpretation of the My 
Mistress’ Eyes event and the British literature curricu-
lum.  Although Pam and Natonya were not vocal in this 
segment of the class discussion and said very few words 
during the larger segment of the classroom discussion, 
they articulated some of the hidden tensions that they 
were negotiating during the class lesson and in the con-
text of their classroom during interview/conversations. 

The following two excerpts from Pam and Nato-
nya’s interview/conversation data help to explore their 
interpretation of the class discussion, which demon-
strates their perceptions of how Whiteness functions 
and how the exclusion of Black cultural content influ-
ences their interactions in the British literature curricu-
lum.  During the following interview/conversation the 
girls discuss their interpretations of poems (My Last 
Duchess and Sonnet 130) that they read during class and 
the class discussion about the poems. They both begin 
to challenge the ways that women are characterized. 

The following transcript was purposefully construct-
ed to capture Black women’s interactional styles and in-
teractive response as they engage in conversation on tran-
scription as theory (e.g., Green, Franquiz & Dixon, 1997; 
Mishler 1991; Ochs, 1979) This transcript represents two 
co-occurring conversations that make one coordinated 
conversation an extension of the others. Thus, comments 
are not linear and do not represent disagreement. A Black 
feminist lens helps to understand better how the young 
women work together to critique, propose, and contest how 
they are positioned in the British literature curriculum.
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Segment 2 Interview/Conversation Transcript Key: 3/16/01. 
 P: Pam (Student, young Black woman), T: Natonya (Student, young Black woman), S: Stephanie (Researcher, Black 
woman), /: Signals overlapping conversation 

Natonya Stephanie Carter Pam

31. T: Blonde hair, red lips, and  
pink cheeks

32. P: Yea -all that ugly stuff-that’s ugly!

33. S: So like you know –when
you were sitting there, and it was
being described that way what 
were you thinking?

34. T: What I just said. 35. S: Were you agreeing?

36. /T: I was thinking on the inside. 
No because beauty is not all about 
what color hair you got or the shape 
of your lips the color of you lips

37. /P: I didn’t agree.

38. /T: And stuff like that I definitely 
didn’t agree.

39. /P: Cause she [the teacher] was basically saying 
beauty is White girls with blonde hair- and I know 
some ugly White girls with some ugly blonde hair.

40. T: (laughing) 41. S: So (smiling)- so is that 
what you were thinking?

42. P: Yes, cause she[the teacher] don’t do nothing 
but base the class on White people, and y’all know 
don’t she be basing the class on White people? (Tonya 
laughs) Reading all that White crazy stuff. We don’t 
read. We don’t do stuff like that. We don’t kill each 
other [referencing Browning’s My last
Duchess, which they also read] cause we-we think “I
think you so beautiful I am mo kill you.” Black people 
don’t do that! Get for real.

43. /S:  but okay-I mean –an-
and-I
guess the other point is you 
know
when you are sitting there and
someone is describing beauty as- 

44. /P: A White person

45. /S: blonde hair, okay Pam 
says “a White person,” (smiling) 
how does it make you feel as a 
Black woman?

46. T: It feels- It feel man 47. 48. P: It make me feel like she trynna say I am ugly, but 
I know I look good.

49. /T: Right it- it makes you feel like 
okay- are they- she making it be seeming 
like they’re the only people that are  
beautiful --you got blonde hair. 

50. /P: Mhuh
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Although Pam’s and Natonya’s interview/conver-

sations suggests that they have clear views about beauty, 
their interpretation of the class discussion indicates that it 
did not affirm their identity. In line 31, Natonya suggests 
that a White female image was being privileged within the 
class discussion and the text. Natonya stated: Blonde hair, 
red lips, and pink cheeks. However, they not only acknowl-
edged the characteristics of beauty that had been privi-
leged, they problematized and critiqued beauty, suggest-
ing that beauty can be defined in other ways (lines 36-42). 

In line 36, Natonya begins to critique the description of 
beauty that is given during the class discussion by asserting 
that beauty is not all about hair color or lip color. In doing 
so she suggests that beauty is not solely about the physical 
characteristics of a person. In line 37 and 38, Both Pam and 
Natonya reject the image of beauty that is discussed in the 
classroom and in Sonnet 130. In line 38, Pam further rejects 
the description of beauty given in class by calling the fea-
tures described “ugly.” In line 39 of the interview/conversa-
tion, Pam attempts to support her stance by rejecting the hid-
den ideology that privileges White girls with blonde hair by 
drawing on her own knowledge base. She stated: I know some 
ugly White girls with some ugly blonde hair. In line 42, Pam 
asserts that her British literature class is about White people. 

Pam also references how crazy she thinks the read-
ings are as she references Browning’s poem My Last Duch-
ess where the main character kills a woman because of 
her beauty. She uses the texts to emphasize how her Brit-
ish literature class is not about Black people.  In line 43, 

I begin to ask Pam and Natonya about “how it feels when 
beauty is described as,” and Pam finished my sentence: 
“a White person.”  Pam finishing my sentence illustrates 
how she believes beauty is described in her class. What 
is problematic, is that in lines 47-49, Pam and Natonya 
both state that they believe that because the only beauty 
referenced in the class contains Eurocentric features of 
women, they, as women of color, are being called ugly.

When asked why they did not respond, Pam and 
Natonya said that they felt they would get in trouble 
or would be misunderstood. During the second inter-
view/conversation segment, Pam and Natonya con-
tinue to discuss their interpretation of Whiteness and 
their interactions in their British literature classroom. 

In line 196 of segment two, Pam and Natonya sug-
gested that their English class is filled with tension and 
that, because of how their teachers perceive them as hav-
ing an attitude, they have to monitor how they act (e.g., 
Gilmore, 1985).  Although Pam and Natonya believed that 
they should not care what others think about them, in line 
198, Pam acknowledged that they have to work harder at 
making a good first impression because some White teach-
ers viewed Black young women as having an attitude.  

In line 200, Natonya agrees and states that because she 
wants to graduate, as a Black young woman she has to be 
cautious about what and how she expresses. The theme of 
not speaking up in their class because they did not want to 
be misunderstood with regards to how they felt about the 
curriculum came up other times, creating a repeated pat-

Segment 2, Interview/Conversation Key 3/16/01 
P: Pam, T: Natonya, S: Stephanie, /: Signals interrupting a conversation 

196.  /P: You know we [Black
 young women] have more of an attitude-see-so it’s like a lot of 
times we have to watch- what we say- or watch how we- you    
know what I  mean- even though we may not have an attitude 
but they [our teachers] view us as having an attitude so we 
have to watch--we

197. /S: And when you say 
you have an attitude what do 
you mean?

198. P: They like you know- some White teachers feel like- they 
just come in they just feel like- all these girls gone be just straight 
hood rats and we  gone come in -and have an attitude with her just 
off top for no reason. And lot of teachers- you know I mean they just 
stereotype us- so when we come in class- it’s like we have to work 
harder at making a good first impression even though you feel- I feel 
like you shouldn’t care about what somebody thinks about you.

200. T: Mhuh but at the same time 
this- this is concerning whether we 
graduate   or  not- so we gotta really-
just even though I-we wanna say 
stuff a lot of times- we have to watch 
what we say and watch how we do 
things to them.
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tern. However during another interview/conversation on 
3/16/01 when I asked Pam and Natonya why they shared 
their concerns about what they read and discussed in their 
British literature class with me but didn’t share their in their 
British literature classroom, they again reiterated that they 
needed the English credit to graduate and said the following: 
92. T: No, because you know what that’s the way it is 

stuff- stuff comes down, where  the teacher gets 
offended because you’re offended, and you tell her 
about it and then- then they’ll write you up, and it’s 
like, you really can’t even do anything. 

93.  P: and the, plus English we need this credit too.
94.  T: And my point exactly, so you be trying to and not 

to mess up, you know. 
Lines 92-94 continue to reiterate Pam and Nato-

nya’s earlier stance that they have to be cautious and se-
lective in how they express themselves in their Brit-
ish literature course; otherwise, they run the risk of 
failing the course and not being able to graduate. 

Pam and Natonya were unaware of how the teacher feels 
about the British literature curriculum. During an initial con-
versation that I had with the teacher, she noted that the British 
literature curriculum was problematic because many of the 
texts did not represent diverse perspectives and focused pri-
marily on canonical works and European male writers from 
Great Britain, such as Donne, Shakespeare, and Yeats.  The 
teacher noted that although she tried to incorporate diverse 
perspectives in the course, it was difficult because she had 
to cover certain materials for the students’ high school exit 
exam.  Ms. Y’s statement shows that although teachers have 
some degree of agency in their classroom, agency can be 
constrained.  Therefore, the issue with regard to Whiteness 
and how a curriculum affects the cultural identity of students 
is not simply a matter of the teacher, but needs to be seen as 
a curricular issue in its broadest sense as discussed earlier.

Further, during a closing interview after gradua-
tion, with the permission of Pam and Natonya, I shared 
with Ms. Y how the Black young women felt about 
the My Mistress’ Eyes event. She was completely sur-
prised by their interpretation. Her inability to see their 
predicament in her class further illustrates how illusive 
Whiteness and fixedness can be when left unexamined. 

DIsCussIon	

The telling case My Mistress’ Eyes begins to raise 
questions about what makes curriculum inclusive. Analy-
ses of classroom interactions constituting this telling case 
also shows how small moments of life can capture interac-
tions that occur as students extend and make sense of cur-
riculum. In the case of Pam and Natonya, these interactions 

negatively positioned them in the classroom context and 
informed how they engaged in curriculum. Black feminist 
theory and a sociolinguistic ethnographic approach helped 
to provide a frame to better understand the challenges that 
Pam and Natonya encountered in their classroom.  More-
over, using a Black feminist frame helped make visible 
how Pam and Natonya were constantly negotiating White-
ness to survive, or in their words, to pass the course. I use 
the term survive to capture the intellectual and mental 
struggles that these young women had to endure as they 
believed that their identities were constantly challenged. 
Pam and Natonya’s experiences are important because they 
afford us the opportunity to see some of the challenges 
faced by historically underrepresented students who have 
been marginalized by Whiteness within the curriculum.  

Pam and Natonya’s experiences provide an important 
opportunity for educators and educational researchers to 
reflect on our own conscious and/or unconscious partici-
pation in a cycle of fixedness and White European visions 
of privilege. Schools of education and educators must con-
tinue to engage ourselves, our students, and those around 
us more deeply in the issues of fixedness, Whiteness, invis-
ibility and visibility. Equally important, we all must become 
more comfortable with tensions. It is the case that we may 
never know how Pam and Natonya’s interpretation of their 
classroom experiences would have changed if there was a 
space in the classroom in which the tensions they felt could 
have been discussed and/or questions that they raised about 
fixedness and Whiteness during interview/conversations 
could have been addressed. As educators and educational 
researchers, we can all potentially play a role in encour-
aging those whom we interact with daily (students, col-
leagues, friends) to grapple with Whiteness and fixedness. 

 Through the use of Black feminist and sociolinguis-
tic theory, the case of Pam and Natonya became a telling 
case in two ways.   First, it made visible factors that had 
previously been unexamined about how particular groups 
of students respond to the existing British literature curricu-
lum. This telling case suggests that research on what ap-
pears to be the ordinary and natural offerings of the high 
school curriculum need to be re-examined in the 21st century 
due to a growing range of diverse and immigrant popula-
tions from historically underrepresented communities with 
in the US as well as non-European countries,.  Educators 
and educational researchers need to explore how students 
respond to curriculum and how required curriculum such 
as the aforementioned British literature can impact stu-
dents’ academic performance.  The second area of research 
suggested by this telling case is the need to examine how 
female students respond to images of women inscribed in 
such curriculum (e.g., students who are overweight, non 
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European, not blond, lesbian etc…), and how such imag-
es impact their own self image, identity, and willingness 
to participate in the curriculum (c.f., Blackburn, 2005). 

 Furthermore, as educators and educational research-
ers, we need to continue to seek telling cases that make visi-
ble what has not been visible to us. We also need to continue 
to critique our own perspectives and frames that we use to 
interpret and understand the experiences of students, partic-
ularly students of color and students from linguistically and 
culturally diverse backgrounds within our scholarship. In 
order to see and better understand what has historically not 
been seen in many traditional paradigms, it is crucial that we 
continue to familiarize ourselves with epistemologies (e.g., 
Black feminist theory, Latina feminist theory) that have 
evolved from the lived experiences of those whom we teach 
and study; otherwise, we run the risk of misrepresenting and 
silencing the very voices we seek to understand and hear.

author’s	note
I would like to stress that teaching is a rewarding pro-

fession, but it can be difficult and complicated. Although 
this research focused primarily on Black young women’ 
perspectives, it is important to note that the British literature 
course that Ms. Y taught was designated by the district. She 
was a dedicated teacher who recently retired and who cared 
a great deal about all of her students and their learning.  
Anyone who has been a teacher, regardless of their color, 
understands how difficult it is recognize and understand the 
perspectives and “lived” experiences of each student in our 
classrooms.  Research such as that reported here is intended 
to help teachers, teacher educators, curriculum developers, 
and researchers better understand at least one set of “lived” 
experiences that some Black female students may be hav-
ing. I would like to thank Ms. Y and the students who par-
ticipated in my study and colleagues and family members 
for their feedback and support throughout the process of 
writing this publication. I would also like to thank my col-
leagues for supporting me over the past years as I have re-
vised and submitted multiple versions of this manuscript.
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